
Subject: Subject: Subject: Subject: RE: FW: PERSONAL INTERFERENCE REQUIRED 

From: From: From: From: Banwani, Anju (Skoda Auto India) (anju.banwani@skoda-auto.co.in) 

To: To: To: To: amitabhtewari1202@yahoo.co.in; 

Cc: Cc: Cc: Cc: skodabsp.service@gmail.com; sumit.kumar@skoda-auto.co.in; 

Date: Date: Date: Date: Wednesday, 11 December 2013 11:52 AM 

Dear Mr. Amitabh,

Greetings From Skoda Auto India!

This is in response to your mail dated 09.12.2013 addressed to our  Managing Director.

With regard to your queries about Blaupunkt’s Philadelphia 835 and rat repellent, we would like to inform you that they are not 
Skoda Genuine accessories.

Any accessories which comes with our vehicles are looked extensively for homologation and the said accessories fitted in your 
vehicle are not homologated for our vehicles.

Moreover, any such outside fitments voids the warranty on your vehicle. Hence , we do not recommend fitment of any non-genuine 
accessories which are not homologated with our vehicles and which affect your functionality of your vehicle.

For steering wheel and headlights replacement and less illumination , Mr. Anwar from the dealership will provide you the required 
information .

Assuring you best services at all times

Thanks & Regards

Anju Banwani | Manager-Aftersales 
Škoda Auto India Pvt. Ltd.,

A 605, ICC Towers, S B Road,Pune-411016. India.

E-Mail: anju.banwani@skoda-auto.co.in|cutomercare@skoda-auto.co.in

Website:www.skoda-auto.co.in
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‘This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this 

e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution 

of the material in this e-mail is strictly forbidden’

From: Amitabh Tewari [mailto:amitabhtewari1202@yahoo.co.in] 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 11:25 PM

To: Banwani, Anju (Skoda Auto India)

Cc: SKIN R: Aurangabad, Skoda India Customer Care; Rao, Sudhir (Skoda Auto India); rahul.kulkarni@skoda-

auto.co.in; Kumar, Sumit (Skoda Auto India); amitabhtewari1202@gmail.com

Subject: Re: FW: PERSONAL INTERFERENCE REQUIRED

Dear Anju Ma'am,

Good evening. Sorry for writing to you directly. Before going any further, I take this 

privilege of introducing myself. I am Amitabh Tiwari, an owner of one of your 

Rapid cars. I am a Mining Engineer by profession and employed with Coal India 

Limited, the largest coal producing company in the world (we Indians take pride in 

the organisation we serve, don’t we).  I just checked my mail after a long tiring day 

spent at Grand Motors, Bilaspur, getting my car serviced (1st servicing). Now, 

reading this mail received from Mr Anwar of Grand Motors on behalf of the MD 

Skoda India, was quite amusing and I am sure you at Skoda Corporate office must 

have approved this reply (on behalf of Skoda India) to my letter addressed to MD 

Skoda India.

Further, about the fact of having attached a few accessories in my vehicle, as 

pointed out by Mr. Anwar, l want to remind everyone at Skoda that Blaupunkt is a 

German Company and an OEM of Skoda, internationally. Further I have installed 

Blaupunkt’s Philadelphia 835. This product has been especially designed for Skoda 

Cars. This has got CAN support. Unfortunately the Rapid launched in India has not 

got CAN support. This system has been attached coupler to coupler and the same 

was personally shown to Mr. Anwar, today. So he should not have brought in this 

issue. Further, the rat replant is an ultrasonic device attached to the battery of the car 

and not coupled to any of the car’s electrical circuits; hence this issue too is out of 

place. Most importantly, why is the gentleman hijacking the core issue? 

Now coming back to the core issue, my car was repaired today and I was told that 

the EG cooler was replaced under warranty (no documents to substantiate this claim 

by the dealership). I had also asked Mr Anwar to get the 1st servicing of my car 

done. I reached Grand Motors, Bilaspur, after travelling 130 Kms, to get the 

delivery of my car. Washing and interior cleaning of the car was pathetic. I don’t 

blame Mr. Anwar of this. It happens sometimes and Skoda costumers are expected 

to take it in stride (that’s how we Indians are, vey accommodative). While going 

back to Korba with this freshly repaired and serviced car was quite eventful. As 

soon as night descended, I switched on the headlights of my car and the best part 
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was that they didn’t turn on.  Although, Mr. Anwar was all apologetic for this event 
but the fact remains that is the kind of service my car was subjected to. A word of 
advice (unsolicited), please ask your dealerships that instead of finding silly, 
baseless and non technical faults with your costumers, they should concentrate in 
providing dedicated, transparent and quality service to their customers.

Ma’am, why does Skoda (India) not believe in answering to the queries of its 
customers? Almost all my feedbacks, mails and messages to Skoda India have gone 
unanswered (please check your mail id of customer support and face-book page). 
You guys are never there when your customer needs your support the most. My 
concern regarding the inadequate illumination of Rapid headlights because of which 
my car met with an accident, remains unresolved till date, is it not a matter a 
concern for Skoda (India)? By the way, is the customer care services of Skoda 
entirely outsourced? At lease, this is how it appears.

One last point, I want to exchange the existing steering wheel and headlights of my 
car with the ones being provided in Rapid available now days.

Regards,

Amitabh Tiwari
9425533198

PS. Please get my name corrected in your system. The owner of my car is Amitabh 
Kumar Tewari and not some Mr. Kamlesh Sahu, as is mentioned in all your system 
generated bills and reports. I am attaching a pdf file in support of my cars ownership 
and another regarding the specifications of the music system installed by me in my 
car (which some skoda executive objects to).

On Monday, 9 December 2013 1:53 PM, "Banwani, Anju (Skoda Auto India)" <anju.banwani@skoda-auto.co.in> 
wrote:
Dear Mr. Anwar,

With reference to below mail, please note that internal communication should not be shared with 
the customer under any circumstances.

Also, that as you write to customer, kindly start your communication as “ Greetings From Grand 
motors” and then starting acknowledging the mail written by customer mentioning the addresse.

For any further clarifications , kindly call the undersigned.

Regards

Anju Banwani | Manager-Aftersales 
Škoda Auto India Pvt. Ltd.,
A 605, ICC Towers, S B Road,Pune-411016. India.
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E-Mail: anju.banwani@skoda-auto.co.in|cutomercare@skoda-auto.co.in

Website:www.skoda-auto.co.in |02030931108

‘This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended 

recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and destroy 

this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is 

strictly forbidden’

From: skoda service [mailto:skodabsp.service@gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 1:28 PM

To: amitabhtewari1202@yahoo.co.in

Cc: Banwani, Anju (Skoda Auto India); Kumar, Sumit (Skoda Auto India)

Subject: Re: FW: PERSONAL INTERFERENCE REQUIRED

Dear Sir,

Concern that mentioned in the mail regarding white smoke is totally different from the last 

accident repair of oil sump which took place on 31/07/2013. The current concern for white smoke 

belongs to the uses of adulterated or contaminated fuel kindly check next time for the correct fuel 

filling. Further we want to mention that we cannot foretell about any faults and at the time of 

repair we completely diagnosed, took test drive upto 80kms then it is handed over to you. 

We also received your vehicle on 20/11/2013 for electrical repair as Oil Pressure Switch & Music 

System Cable bitten by rat which was corrected properly and handed over to you (photograph 

attached).

Vehicle has been traveled a long distance about 1400kms between those repairs which is not 

possible if the repair couldn't carried out properly. The current repair has been successfully 

completed, kindly take a test drive and confirm from your end.

Further this is to inform you that there are some additional fitment i.e. Blaupunkt Music System, 

Rat Repeller (photographs attached) which shouldn't be used in the vehicle, it may lead to some 

serious electrical problems in future. Kindly use the things which is recommended by Skoda.

Looking towards your confirmation on the same & satisfaction please.

On Mon, Dec 9, 2013 at 11:05 AM, Banwani, Anju (Skoda Auto India) <anju.banwani@skoda-

auto.co.in> wrote:

Dear Mr. Khan,

As was discussed with you this morning, kindly reply to customer for the below mail before he 

comes for taking the delivery of his vehicle, keeping me in CC.

We would appreciate if the vehicle is test driven with customer at the time of delivery.

Confirm the case with satisfaction note.

For any support , kindly let us know.
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Thanks & regards

Anju Banwani | Aftersales 
Škoda Auto India Pvt. Ltd.,
A 605, ICC Towers, S B Road,Pune-411016. India.
E-Mail: anju.banwani@skoda-auto.co.in|cutomercare@skoda-auto.co.in
Website:www.skoda-auto.co.in

‘This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and destroy 
this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is 
strictly forbidden’

From: Amitabh Tewari [mailto:amitabhtewari1202@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 9:36 AM
To: Rao, Sudhir (Skoda Auto India)
Subject: PERSONAL INTERFERENCE REQUIRED

To,

Sudhir Rao (Managing Director)
SKODA Auto India Private Limited
A-1 / 1, M.I.D.C.,
Five Star Industrial Area, Shendra,
Aurangabad
Maharashtra-431201
Tel: +91 240 6631 111 / 222 / 333.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have an issue to report about. I own a Skoda Rapid Elegance TDICR which I bought on 
20/12/2012 (Reg No CG12 AE6219). The car has barely clocked 7000 Kms as on date.

Today morning, I took my car for a drive of 5 Kms just to ensure that the battery remains in good 
condition. After returning I parked the car at my office and while going home for lunch, it failed to 
start. I cranked the engines a few time and every time it would huff and cough and stop again. 
Finally, it started again and failed to respond to the accelerator pedal. After a few seconds, it 
started responding but throwing white smoke. I immediately switched off the engine and went to 
look at the exhaust pipe on the rear of the car. Here I saw that some thick black liquid had come 
out of the exhaust pipe. The coolant level was checked which was alarmingly low.

I called up the service station of Grand Motors at Bilaspur and explaned every thing to the 
authorities. I was asked to call RSA so that my car can be carried to Bilaspur (nearest Skoda 
service station). My car will probably reach Grand Motors tomorrow.

Now a bit of history, in the month of July 2013, my car met with a freak accident when it’s oil 
sump chamber had punctured. The matter was revealed to Grand Skoda. My apprehension that the 
engine has suffered damage was also discussed with Grand Skoda. The car was repaired at Grand 
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Skoda under insurance cover provided by Skoda (Skoda Shield) and car handed over to me with 

the assurance that the car has been repaired and that the engine has not suffered any damage due to 

oil leakage.

After a few days the car’s engine started emitting some loud clicking noise. I again took the car to 

Grand Skoda where it was repaired through the VAS. 

Today, the above narrated incident occurred.

There are a few pertinent and technical issues which need to be addressed:

As I understand, today’s incident is definitely one of the following;

1. Damage of cylinder head gasket.

2. Damage of EGR cooler.

3. Damage of the cylinder head.

4. Damage of Engine.

Why was the engine of the car not thoroughly inspected when the car was sent to the workshop 

earlier in July 2013 when it met with the above narrated accident.

If there is an iota of doubt that the engine has suffered slightest of damage due to any reason what 

so ever, it must be replaced without any further delay.

Regards,

Amitabh Tiwari

9425533198

-- 

Warm Regards,

Anwar Khan | Manager - After Sales

Grand Motors | Bilaspur | 495001

Ph +91 7752-660000 | Ext 106 | Cell +91 8719000020 |

skodabsp.service@gmail.com |
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